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The  direct or cascade product of pushdown automata is discussed and the relation to 
other types of machines is clarified. The  main results are follows. (1) The  direct product 
of k pushdown automata, where k is greater than one but finite, is more powerful than a 
pushdown automaton and less powerful than a linear bounded automaton. (2) The  cascade 
product of two pushdown automata is equivalent to a tur ing machine. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With respect o the direct or cascade product of finite automata, it is well known that 
the ability of these products is invariant, namely, the set of accepting words is a regular 
set. Therefore, the decomposition theory of finite automata is usually discussed in order 
to reduce the number of states of factor automata [I-5]. 
In this paper, however, we consider the case where the products of two or more than 
two automata increase their ability. We introduce the pushdown automaton (deterministic 
or nondeterministic) asan unit of automata nd define the direct product and the cascade 
product in case of pushdown automata. 
With respect to the direct product of k pushdown automata there exists an infinite 
hierarchy between a pushdown automaton and a linear bounded automaton. This corre- 
sponds to an infinite hierarchy of the intersections of context-free languages [6]. The 
similar result holds also in case of deterministic pushdown automata. Next, it is proved 
that the cascade product of two pushdown automata is equivalent to a turing machine. 
2. DIRECT PRODUCT 
A nondetcrministic pushdown automaton (in short, PDA) or a deterministic pushdown 
automaton (in short, DPDA) is defined as usual [7, 8, 10]. A context-free language 
(in short, CFL) is also defined as usual, and a deterministic ontext-free language is 
abbreviated to a deterministic CFL. 
The direct product of n PDAs (or DPDAs) is defined just as the direct product of finite 
automata [3] (See Fig. 1). It is sufficient o care c-move on each PDA, namely, to define 
the direct product which synchronizes all PDAs. (If it does not synchronize PDAs, then 
the input tape requires the right endmarker.) 
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I 
The image of the direct product of k pushdown automata. 
Then the following properties are immediate. 
Property 2.1. The language which is accepted by the direct product of PDAs is equal 
to the intersection of languages which is accepted by each PDA. I 
Property 2.1.' The language which is accepted by the direct product of DPDAs is 
equal to the intersection of languages which is accepted by each DPDA. ] 
DEFINITION. A language L is a k-intersection language i fL is expressible as an inter- 
section of k CFLs. A language L is a k-intersection DL i fL is expressible as an intersection 
of k deterministic CFLs. 
Notation. L (k> i i "" ai~/ij E N for 1 ~ j ~ k}, where a 1 a~ ..... a~ {alaa~ z % i i == ... a k allaz 2 
are distinct symbols and k e N. 
The following theorem is proved by Liu and Weiner [6]. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Liu). 
language. I 
Therefore we obtain 
L (k) is a k-intersection language, but not a (k - -  l)-intersection 
PaOPOSlTION 2.3. There exists an infinite hierarchy of the classes of languages which are 
accepted by the direct product of k PDAs, where k is a positive integer. I 
Similarly, the direct product of DPDAs is discussed. 
LEMMA 2.4. L (~) is a k-intersection DL. 
Proof. The same as the proof of a k-intersection language [6]. (That is, L i = 
. . . .  * ,7 no* "" ak*/n ~ N} for 1 ~< i ~< k. Clearly {ax*a~* "'" a~-la,na~+l "'" a~*aa*a~* ~f-a ~, ~i+1 
L (~) = 0~=lLi andLi is a deterministic CFL  for 1 ~< i ~< k.) I 
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From Theorem 2.2 L ~k) is clearly not a (k --  1)-intersection DL. Therefore, 
PROPOSITION 2.5. There exists an infinite hierarchy of the classes of languages which are 
accepted by the direct product of k DPDAs, where k is a positive integer. | 
Every CFL is trivially a one-intersection language. Furthermore, every k-intersection 
language is clearly context sensitive, although not every context-sensitive language is 
expressible as an intersection of a finite number of CFLs, e.g., L = {aS"/n ~ N} [9]. 
Therefore, 
THEOREM 2.6. The class of the direct product of k PDAs (DPDAs), where k is greater 
than one but finite, contains properly the class of a PDA (DPDA) and is properly contained 
by the class of a (deterministic) linear bounded automaton. | 
The relationship between the direct product of k PDAs and that of k + 1 DPDAs is 
yet unknown, even if k is equal to one (although the conjecture is "imcomparable"). 
3. CASCADE PRODUCT 
DEFINITION. The cascade of a PDA M 1 = (K1,271, / '1 ,81,  Zol ,  qol, F1) and a 
PDA M 2 = (Ks,  272, Fs ,  82, Zo2 , qos,Fs) is defined as a machine M c = (K, 27, F, 8, 
Zo, qo,F), where 
K~-  KI • Ks, F= F1 • F~, 27~---Zl, 
is a new mapping of 271 • K1 • /'1 into I s ,  
8 is a mapping of K 1 • Ks • (27, va {~}) • F 1 • F s into the finite subsets of 
K1 • Ks • /1"  • /'2* which is defined to satisfy both 8 1 and 8 s only if 81 and 8= are 
defined, i.e., for ql ,  ql' e K 1 , qs, qs' E Ks ,  a, e 271 k..) {E}, a 2 e z~ 2 U {E}, Z 1 @/~1, Z2 ff Fs ,  
71 e FI* , and 7s ~ -P~*, 
8(ql,  q2, a l ,  Z1 ,22)  = (ql', q,', Yl, ys), 
if 81(ql, a 1 , Z1) = (ql', Yl), 8s(q=, as, Z~) = (qs', Ys), and ~o(a 1 , q, ,  Z1) = as, and 
otherwise undefined, *go = (Zol, Zos), qo = (%1, qos), and F = {(q,, qs)/q, ~F1 and 
qs +Fs}. 
The image of the cascade product of two PDAs is shown in Fig. 2. It is obvious that the 
cascade product of two PDAs contains their direct product. In this section we show that 
the cascade product of two PDAs is not only more powerful than their direct product, 
but also equivalent to a turing machine. As is well known, a DPDA with two pushdown 
tapes is equivalent to a turing machine [10]. The proof of this section is somewhat similar 
to its proof. The difference is that PDA 1 in Fig. 2 must be nondcterministic. 
We explain the situation intuitively. PDA 1 in Fig. 2 simulates moves of the right 
direction of a deterministic turing machine T and PDA 2 in Fig. 2 simulates moves of 
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The image of the cascade product of two pushdown automata. 
PDA 1 cannot see that of PDA 2. This is a great difference from a DPDA with two 
pushdown tapes. Therefore, in our proof, PDA 1 must be nondeterministic to imagine 
exactly the content of the pushdown store of PDA 2 and to decide the next move without 
seeing it. 
THEOREM 3.1. The cascade product of two PDAs is equivalent to a turing machine. 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove that the cascade product of two PDAs can simulate a 
deterministic turing machine. A turing machine T is defined as usual [10]. 
T = (K, 27, F, 8, qo, F), where 
(1) K is a nonempty finite set of states; 
(2) F is a nonempty finite set of tape symbols which includes a blank symbol B; 
(3) 27 is a subset of F which does not include B. (27 is called a set of initial symbols); 
(4) 8 is a (partial) function of K • F into K • (F - -  {B}) • {L, R}; 
(5) q0 e K is the start state; 
(6) F _C K is a set of final states. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that F and 27 are disjoint, since we make 
a set of new symbols which corresponds to symbols of X if they belong to F also. Hence 
we denote a deterministic turing machine by T = (K, 27, F u 27, 3, q0, F). 
Two PDAs M 1 and M 2 are given as 
M~ = (/s X~, /1 ,3~,  Zoo, qo~, F~), 
M2 = (Ks, Zs , / '2 ,3s ,  Z0~, %2, Fs), 
and the cascade product Mc of M 1 and M s is obtained by the Definition. (Being different 
from the direct product, a mapping 8c of M~ is defined only when both 31 and 3z are 
defined. This strongly assures the synchronization of two PDAs.) 
According to each mapping of a turing machine T, we define the corresponding 
mappings of two PDAs whose cascade product simulates T. The state of iF/I or Ms has 
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the information of the direction of the head on one move before as well as the state of T 
and is denoted by [q, d] (q ~ K and d ~ {L, R}). With respect o the mapping % its operated 
result is written in the input of M 2 , disregardingL or R in the state. 
First, we consider the case where the input symbol of T is in Z' t3 (B}. 
Case 1. If  the mapping of T is 
3(q 1,.4) = (q2,a,R) ,  whereq l ,q2~K,  A~IL J{B},  and aeF- -{B) ,  
then we define mappings of two PDAs as follows; 
(1141) 81([ql, R], A, e) ~ ([qe, R], a), 
<hire> 32([q 1 , R], [A, ql, ~], Z0~) ~ ([q2, R], Z02 ). 
I f  the input tape symbol of T is initial and the direction of T's head is right, then M 1 stacks 
thc rewritten symbol of T on its pushdown tape. 
Case 2. If  the mapping of Tis 
~(ql ,A) ~-- (q2,a,L),  whereqx ,q2EK,  A~Xw{B},  and a~F- -{B},  
then we define mappings of two PDAs as follows; 
(MI> (3,([ql, R], A, r ~ ([q2, L), ,), 
(.Me) $2([qx, R], [n, qa, ~], Zo2) 3 ([q2, L], Zoza ). 
If the input tape symbol of T is initial and the direction of T's head is left, then M 2 stacks 
the rewritten symbol of 7' on its pushdown tape. 
_Note. In the above cases the definition for the state [ql ,L] is unnecessary since the 
mapping of [ql, L] cannot occur. 
Next, we consider the case where the input tape symbol of T is in F --  {B}. 
Case 3. If the mapping of Tis 
~(qa , A') - (q~., a, L), where ql ,  q2 e K, A', a ~- F --  {B}, 
then we define mapping of two PDAs as (i) and (ii). 
(i) <Mi> ~([ql, L], ~, A') ~ ([q,,, L], ~), 
(Me) $.o([q,, L], [e, ql, A'], ~) ~ ([q2, L), a). 
(ii) /Mi) '  ~,([ql , R], ,, e) ~ ([q2, L], e), 
(,'11.,.) 32([q~, R], [~, ql, ,], A') ~ ([q2, L], a). 
If the input tape symbol of T is not initial and the direction of T's head is left, then M. 2 
stacks the rewritten symbol of T on its pushdown tape, reading the pushdown symbol 
of M~ if the state is [q~ , L] or of M2 if the state is [ql, R]. 
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(Although the definition of M 1 is extended to the case where the pushdown symbol is 
empty, it is not essential in the proof.) 
Case 4. I f  the mapping of T is 
~(ql' A') ---- (q2, a, R), where ql,  q2 ~ K, A', a E F --  {B}, 
then we define mapping of two PDAs as (i) and (ii), 
(i) (2141) ~1([ql, L], e, A') ~ ([q2, R], a), 
(Ms)  ~2([ql, L], [e, q l ,  i ' ] ,  r ~ ([q2, R], E). 
(ii) Step 1. 
(2141) 81([ql, R], e, e) ~ (p(A'), A'), 
(Ms)  32([ql, R], [E, ql ,  d, ~) = (p(A'), ~), 
where p(A') is a special state which corresponds i omorphically to A'. 
Step 2. 
(M1) 31(p(A'), ,, A') ~ ([q2, R], a), 
<Ms) ~( p(A'), [~, p(A'), A'], A') ~ ([q~, R], 0. 
On Step 1 M 1 "imagines" the pushdown symbol of M s and stacks it on its own push- 
down tape and changes into a special temporary state. (M 1 must be nondeterministic 
in this behavior as well as in Case 300. ) On Step 2 M 1 rewrites its pushdown symbol 
according to the mapping of T, if M s admits that the imagination of M 1 is correct. 
Note. (M1)K1 ={[q,d]/q~K, de{L,R}}u{p(A')}, where A'  is a symbol in 
8(ql, A') = (q2, a, R) of T, 
27 I=XUF,  T'~ ---  /~  - -  {B},  qol----qo, and F 1 =F . J  
<Mz) K~=K1, I'~=F~, X~={[a,q,b]/aeXl, qeKl, beP1}, qo2=qo and F2=F. 
In Cases 3 and 4 the state [q, L] or [q, R] means that M 1 or M 2 must read its own 
pushdown tape, respectively. Therefore, it is easily verified that the cascade product Mc 
of M 1 and M s can simulate exactly a deterministic turing machine T. | 
The problem of whether or not the cascade product of two DPDAs is equivalent o a 
turing machine remains open. 
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